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ABSTRACT


Keywords: Expressive act, The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader Movie.

Expressive acts are those kinds of speech acts that state what the speaker feels. Every people have different feeling in every day, and they show their feeling from the utterance that their stated. Here, expressive acts have a function to express psychological states of the speaker. This research focused on the Expressive Act Used by The Main Characters in The Movie “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader” by C.S Lewis.

The statement of the research problems are: (1) What are type of expressive act that used by the main characters in the movie “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader” by: C.S Lewis? (2) How are the language mode of expressive act used in the utterances that used by the main characters in the movie “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader” by: C.S Lewis?

In this research, the researcher used content analysis as qualitative approach. The researcher observes the utterance that contains expressive acts used by the main characters in the movie “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader” by: C.S Lewis. The data of this research is the conversational fragments containing of expressive acts and the data source is the movie scripts of the main characters in the movie “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader” by: C.S Lewis. The data collecting method used is documentation.

From analyzed the utterance that used by the main characters in the movie “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader” by: C.S Lewis, the researcher present the types of expressive act. There are eight types of expressive act are like, dislike, refusing, welcoming, thanking, praising, blaming, and apologizing. The expression of like is interpreting a feeling speaker when he or she enjoy with the something or someone from the utterance which is utter. The expression of dislike is interpret what a speaker feel dislike to someone or something from the utterance which is utter. The expression of refusing is express that the speaker not accepts something. The expression of welcoming is expressions that making someone feel welcome or can show if the speaker is friendly. The expression of thanking is expressions to someone are grateful for something that they have done. The expression of praising is expressions admiration about the achievements of a person or thing. The expression of
blaming express someone who did something wrong or it can said if someone regret with their does. The expression of apologizing is expression someone that sorry for having done something that caused the problem. The language mode of the expressive act type like showed three utterance applied positive verbal sentence, in type dislike showed one utterance applied positive verbal sentence. There are five utterances applied negative verbal sentence in expressive act type refusing. There are two utterance applied positive verbal sentence in expressive act type welcoming. In type thanking also showed two utterance applied positive verbal sentence. There are five utterance applied positive verbal sentence in expressive act type praising. There are two utterance applied two positive verbal sentence in expressive act type blaming and the last type apologizing showed one utterance applied one positive verbal sentence.
ABSTRAK


Kata Kunci: Tindak Tutur Ekspresif, Film The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of The Dawn Treader.
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